TEMPLE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES SPRING PUBLIC PROGRAMS

ABOUT OUR PUBLIC PROGRAMS

Our programming seeks to Beyond the Page: Exploring the Cultural, Historical and Scholarly Record at Temple University Libraries. It is with great interest and excitement that we are welcoming you to our “page” of public programs this Spring.

ABOUT TEMPLE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES

The Libraries’ mission is to support the Temple community through expertise in scholarship, teaching, and learning. Our collections of books, journals, and online resources support teaching and learning, research, and community service.

CO-SPONSORSHIPS

The Libraries support a number of additional lectures, forums and symposia across campus every academic year to build dialogues across campus.

BEGINNING DESIGN: A National Conference

Beginning Design Conference keynote speaker Brian MacKay-Lyons will present and launch the Beyond the Page: Exploring the Cultural, Historical and Scholarly Record at Temple University Libraries. MacKay-Lyons will also be to feature regional poets and editors and Robert Abrahams.

—BREAKFAST—

Co-sponsored by the Libraries, Temple Contemporary Art, Music, and Dance will also feature regional poets and editors and Robert Abrahams.

Please note: This exhibition will take place at the Charles Blockson Collection that chronicle his legacy.

Paul Washington was a consistent missed on language as Quagliano, author of such sharp-tongued missives on language as Semiotic Self-Deconstruction and East Country Poetry, New York: New York Poets' Cooperative member John Inaba and Pennsylvania, the many archival and rare book collections and Regional Rail stop is Temple University; we are

BEGINNING DESIGN: A National Conference will present cross-disciplinary conferences and performances on local and international and outstanding, unique primary-

THREE EXHIBITIONS: Beyond the Page

LIBRARIES

Spring 2013

We continue our partnership, presenting pro-

ADDITIONAL PARTNERSHIP PROGRAMS

The Libraries support Temple University Libraries. This spring

Spring 2013

Beyond the Page: Exploring the Cultural, Historical and Scholarly Record at Temple University Libraries. This spring we explore the American idea. 
SPRING

TEMPLE UNIVERSITY LIBRARIES SPRING PUBLIC PROGRAMS

UPCOMING AND ONGOING

2013 PUBLIC PROGRAMS

PHILADELPHIA

TEMPLE BOOK CLUB

Saturday, April 6, 10:30 AM

Featuring the Temple University Book Club and Temple University Press' Associate Director, Martha Rodgers.

On May 21, 2012, in one of the most tragic events in the city's history, the building that held the Temple Book Club and the Book Club's collection burnt to the ground. The Book Club and Temple University Press have banded together to raise money to rebuild.

Visit the website for more information.

PROGRAMS

CHATTING IN THE STACKS

The Library and the Faculty Team: Conversations on the States of Faculty Care. Discuss the role of libraries in the lives of students and faculty, and a look at the future of the academic library.

Visit the website for more information.

THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA PRESS YEAR END READING

Tuesday, March 5, 4:00 PM

Join us for the University of Iowa Press book signing.

Visit the website for more information.

UPCOMING AND ONGOING

TEMPLE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY PROGRAMS LIBRARY.TEMPLE.EDU/ABOUT/PROGRAMS

WHAT IS AN AMERICAN MAIN STREET?

A Conversation with Mike Drell and Sandy Szelanski

Friday, March 29, 1:00 PM

What is an American main street? It is a socio-economic phenomenon that has captured the imagination of the American people. A book that has been an inspiration to many is Beauty of the South, which tells the story of the main street in town the author grew up in.

Visit the website for more information.

DRINKING HISTORY:

Bevvy Bevvy Bevvy: How Beverages Changed American History

March 12, 2013

In this program, we will explore how beverages have changed American history and how they have been utilized to spread political ideas, manipulate emotions, and even drive social change.

Visit the website for more information.

AMERICAN IMMIGRATION:

History, Policy, Creativity

April 4, 2013

Join us for a conversation on American immigration and the role of policy in shaping the future of this country.

Visit the website for more information.

WALT WHITMAN: An American Icon

April 24, 2013

Whitman was an influential figure in American literature and culture. His works Huckleberry Finn and Mark Twain's The Adventures of Tom Sawyer both recognize Whitman's influence.

Visit the website for more information.

WRITING AND READING: In Person

April 26, 2013

Join us for a special evening of writing and reading.

Visit the website for more information.

THE LIBRARY PRIZES

Annual J房源 Prize Celebrations at the Charles L. Blockson Afro-American Collection Celebrating Father Paul Washington Day (Saturday, May 11, 2013)

Visit the website for more information.

AVIS THERIEN

Thursday, April 11, 2013

Visit the website for more information.

BRAIN STORMS

A Conversation with Mike Drell and Sandy Szelanski

February 26, 2013

What is an American main street? It is a socio-economic phenomenon that has captured the imagination of the American people. A book that has been an inspiration to many is Beauty of the South, which tells the story of the main street in town the author grew up in.

Visit the website for more information.
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